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Let k be a global function field with the field of constants Fq , where
q= pn is a prime power. Let  be a fixed place with degree d . In the case
d=1, we constructed the extended group of cyclotomic units in a
cyclotomic extention of (k, ) and calculated its index in the total unit
group [Y]. In this paper we extend the results to general d . Surprisingly
the formula is independent of d . Here we also give an application of the
index formula, which extends and strengthens Shu’s Kummer type
criterion. Now we state the results precisely.
Let A be the Dedekind subring of k consisting of those functions having
no pole other than . Let F(&Fqd) be the residue field at . For a ring
R, let R* be the group of invertible elements. Throughout the paper we fix
a sign function [Def. 4.1, H3] sgn: k*  F* . Let K e be the normalizing
field of the triple (k, , sgn), and for a proper ideal m of A let K=Km be
the ‘‘cyclotomic’’ extension of the triple with conductor m. They arise in the
theory of Drinfeld modules. Let H e (resp. H=Hm ) be the maximal real
subfield of K e (resp. Km ) where  splits completely. By [Sects. 1516,
H4], H e is the Hilbert class field of (k, ) and Hm is the ray class field
of (k, ) modulo m. In this paper, we construct the group E of unramified
elliptic units of K e (Def. 2.1) and the extended group C =C m of cyclotomic
units of K (Def. 2.5), and calculate their indices in the total unit groups
respectively.
Let G1=Gal(H ek)&Pic(A). Let N=N m be the subgroup of G1
generated by the Artin symbols {p =(p, H e k) for all primes p | m. Let
e=[G1 : Nm] be the index. Let s be the number of distinct prime divisors
of m. We regard K e as the cyclotomic extension with conductor e and
understand that s=0 means m=e. Let C e =E . For a finite extension Fk,
we denote OF the integral closure of A in F, O*F the unit group of F,
h(OF) the ideal class number of OF , h(F ) the divisor class number of F. Let
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h=h(A)=d h(k) (cf. [Page 1, H4] for the second equality). Our first
result is
Theorem 1. If s3, we assume (h, q&1)=1. Then
[O*K : C ]=(q&1)a h(OH)
where a=0 if s=0 or 1, and a=e(2s&2&1)&(s&2) if s2.
We conjecture that the restrictive hypothesis in the theorem is unnecessary.
Let C $=C & O*H . We will see O*HC $&O*KC (the end of Section 2). Thus
we also construct a subgroup of units of H, which has the same index
formula in O*H . For general d , Oukhaba [Ou1] constructed a subgroup
of elliptic units of H e using so called elliptic function which has the index
h(OHe) in O*He . He [Ou3] also proved this subgroup is the same as our
E & He after seeing this paper.
Our next result is an application of the index formula in the case when
the conductor is a prime ideal. In the classical theory of numbers, the
Kummer criterion is a very important result on the p-divisibility of the
class number of the cyclotomic field Q(‘p), where p is a prime and ‘p is a
primitive p-th root of 1. Okada [Ok] gave the analogue of this criterion
for the rational function field over a finite field. In [S2], Shu introduced
the Bernoulli ideals in the case d=1 and following Goss’s ideas closely
she generalized this theory to global function fields. Let p be the charac-
teristic of the field k. Let Bi be the i-th Bernoulli ideal of A. By using her
index formula [Th. 5.4, S1], Shu proved [Main Theorem 1, S2]
Theorem (Shu). Assume d=1. Let m=p be a prime and let d=deg p.
If p divides h(OHp )h(OHe ), then there is an ideal Bi , i#0 (mod(q&1)) and
1iqd&2, such that p | Bi .
In this paper, we extend the definition of Bernoulli ideals to general d
and strengthen Shu’s criterion by applying our index formula. Concretely
we prove
Theorem 2. Let m=p be a prime and let d=deg p>1. If p divides
h(OHp), then there is an ideal Bi , i#0 (mod(q&1)) and 1iq
d&2, such
that p | Bi .
In this paper we also prove these Bernoulli ideals appearing in Theorem 2
are non-zero. Here we explain why we need the hypothesis d>1 in our
theorem. The case d=1 is trivial in Shu’s theorem since Hp =H e in this
case. However, her proof couldn’t be extended to our case when d=1 (see
the end of Sect. 6). In our theorem, the case d=1 will give a criterion of
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the p-divisibility of h(OHe ). We feel that this criterion could not be given
by only one p. Perhaps one could give a criterion of the p-divisibility of
h(OHe) by using all primes with degree one.
The method of the proof of Theorem 1 is the same as that in the case
d=1 (cf. [Y]). Compared with the case d=1, the main difficulty is the
calculation of the index of the image of the cyclotomic units in that of the
cyclotomic numbers by the logarithm map. Our main idea is to consider
the field Fk instead of k in some cases. As for Theorem 2, the difficulty
is how to define the Bernoulli ideals validly for general d . The proof is the
same as Shu’s [S2] with some modifications.
1. CYCLOTOMIC EXTENSIONS
In this section, we introduce chiefly the cyclotomic extensions arising in
the theory of Drinfeld modules (cf. [H4] for detail), prove a property of
the cyclotomic field, and calculate the unit index [O*K : O*H].
Let 0 be the completion of an algebraic closure of k . A rank 1 Drinfeld
A-module (of generic characteristic) \ is called sgn-normalized, if for all
x # A the coefficient +\(x) of the highest term of \x is a twisting of the sign
function sgn, i.e., there exists _ # Gal(FFq) such that +\=_ b sgn. In each
isomorphism class of rank 1 Drinfeld A-modules there exist }=(qd&1)
(q&1) sgn-normalized modules. Totally there exist }h sgn-normalized
modules. Let X denote the set of these normalized modules. The normalizing
field K e of (k, , sgn) is generated over k by the coefficients of \x for any
\ # X and any x # A&Fq . It is independent of \ or x. For \ # X, let 4m\ =
[: # 0 | \x(:)=0 for x # m] be the m-torsion points associated to \, which
is an A-module via \ isomorphic to Am. Let 4 m =\ # X 4\m . Then
K=Ke (4\m )=K e (4m ) is abelian over k and is called the cyclotomic extention
of k. As in [Y], we give the following definition.
Definition 1.1. Let P=P m be the subgroup of K* generated by
4m &[0] and by F* . Let C=P & O*K . Call C (resp. P) the group of
cyclotomic units (resp. cyclotomic numbers) of K.
In [Th. A, Y], we calculated the rank of C in the case d=1. The
argument is valid for general d . Here we only state the result and don’t
repeat the details.
Proposition 1.2. rank C=[H : k]&e.
Let H =Hm K e . We have the following diagram of abelian extensions
of k
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Write W=qd&1 and }=W(q&1). Now we prove a property of
the field K, which is essential to our calculation of the unit indices. Note
F* } k*=[ax | a # F* and x # k*].
Proposition 1.3. Let z # K. Assume zW # k*. Then zq&1 # F* } k*.
Proof. Let k =F k be the composition of the fields F and k. Clearly
Gal(k k)&Gal(F Fq)&Zd , which is generated by the Frobenius F
raising to the q-th power of the elements in F . The extension k (z)k is a
Kummer extension. Let m be its degree. Then Gal(k (z)k )&+m via the
map { [ {(z)z, where +m is the group of the m-th roots of 1 in F* . Let
Gz=Gal(k (z)k). Since Kk is abelian and k (z) is a subextension of Kk, we
see Gz is an abelian group. We have the following exact sequence
0  +m  Gz  Zd  0.
Let F # Gz , whose image is F. Since zW # k*, one sees F (z)=‘z for
some ‘ # F* . Let { # Gal(k (z)k ). We define the action of Gal(k k) on
Gal(k (z)k ) by F({)=F &1{F . Since Gz is abelian, this action is trivial,
which implies that aq=a for any a # +m . For the convenience of the reader
we explain the claim more precisely. Let a # +m . There exists { # Gal(k (z)k )
such that {(z)z=a. We have
aq=F ({(z)z)={(F (z))F (z)={(‘z)‘z=‘{(z)‘z=a.
Now we get m | q&1 and thus zq&1 # k .
Let y=zq&1. Let a=F( y)y # F* . Since y} # k, we have a}=1. There
exists b # F* such that bq&1=a. Then F(b)b=a=F( y)y, i.e., F( yb)=
yb, which gives us yb # k* and y # F* k*. This completes the proof.
Let G=Gal(Kk). Let J=Gal(KH)&F* and let J1=Gal(KH )&Fq*.
For a subset T of G, write s(T )=_ # T _.
Corollary 1.4. Ps(J) & k=(Ps(J1) & F* k*)}.
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Proof. Let y=zs(J) # Ps(J) & k, where z # P. We have y=\zW # k*. By
the result above, zs(J1)=\zq&1 # F*k*. Thus y=(zs(J1))} # (Ps(J1) & F*k*)}.
The inverse inclusion is clear.
Let J e =Gal(K e H e )&Gal(H H)&F*Fq*. The extension K e H e is a
Kummer extension. By [917, H4] there exists a unit ‘ in OKe such that
Ke =H e (‘) and ‘} # H e . The same argument of [Prop. 1.14, GR] implies
that 1, ‘, ..., ‘}&1 is a complete system of representatives of O*Ke O*He . Thus
we have
Lemma 1.5. (1) [O*Ke : O*He ]=[O*H : O*H]=}.
(2) Let Q0=[O*K : O*H ]. Then Q0=1 if m is a prime power and
Q0=q&1 otherwise.
To calculate the indices we need give the relation of regulators of K and
H (here we permit m=e). We first recall the definition of the regulator
of K.
Let r=[H : k]&1. Let S=[i | 1ir+1] be the set of infinite
primes in K. Let =1 , ..., =r be a set of fundamental units of K. The regulator
R(K) of K is defined to be the absolute value of the determinant of any r_r
minor of the r_(r+1) matrix (ordj (=i)) i, j (where ordi denotes the
normalized valuation at i). Obviously the value is independent of the
choice of the minor. Note that our definition is slightly different from that
in [Sect. 4, R]. Here we didn’t consider the degrees of these j .
Let D(S) be the divisors supported on S and let D(S)0 be the the
divisors of degree zero in D(S). Let P(S) denote the principal divisors
in D(S). Let $i be the infinite prime in H lying below i . Since 
splits completely in H and $i totally ramified in K, we see deg i=
deg $i=d . By [Lemma 4.2, R] we have
[D(S)0 : P(S)]=R(K).
Let S$=[$i | 1ir+1]. Now we calculate [D(S)0 : P(S$)] in two
ways. On the one hand
[D(S)0 : P(S$)]=[D(S)0 : P(S)][P(S) : P(S$)]
=R(K)[O*K : O*H].
On the other hand
[D(S)0 : P(S$)]=[D(S)0 : D(S$)][D(S$) : P(S$)]
=[K : H]rR(H).
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Thus by Lemma 1.5 above we get
Corollary 1.6. R(K e )=}h&2R(H e ) and R(K)=(W r}Q0) R(H).
2. THE UNRAMIFIED ELLIPTIC UNITS
In this section, we define the unramified elliptic units of K e , and study
their properties. All of them can be regarded as generalizations of Hayes’
[Sect. 12, H2].
A lattice is a discrete A-submodule 1 of 0 such that k 1 has finite
k -dimension, and this dimension is called the rank of the lattice. It is well
known that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the lattices
and the Drinfeld modules, and homothetic lattices correspond to isomorphic
modules. An ideal a of k is a lattice with rank 1. We define !(a), the
!-invariant of a, to be an element in 0 such that the lattice !(a)a
corresponds to a sgn-normalized module. By [Prop. 13.1, H4], the element
!(a) is determined up to a factor in F* . Our first aim is to fix the
!-invariants precisely.
Fix arbitrarily one of the W values of !(A). For any integral ideal m
of A we first fix the values !(m&1) and !(m). Let \ be the unique sgn-
normalized module associated to !(A) A, and let D(\m) be the constant
coefficient of the isogeny \m . Let { m=(m, K ek), which is an extension of
{m=(m, H e k) to K e . By [Th. 8.14, H4], the module { m \=m V \
corresponds to the lattice D(\m) !(A)m&1. Thus there exists a value of
!(m&1) such that !(m&1)!(A)=D(\ m). This fixes the value of !(m&1). To
fix !(m) from the value !(m&1), notice that D(\ m) is a 1-cocycle of m
[Eq. 6.1, H4], we have
(!(m&1)!(A)){ n =!(m&1n&1)!(n&1). (2.1)
where n is an integral ideals. We wish Eq. (2.1) remains valid for all
fractional ideals m and n. Thus we must take !(m) to satisfy the equality
!(A)!(m)=D(\m){ m
&1
(this was gotten by taking n=m&1 in (2.1)), which
we claim that there does exist a value of !(m) satisfying. Let \$={ &1m \. By
[Th. 8.14, H4], one sees that \$ corresponds to the lattice (!(A)D(\$m))m.
Since D(\$m)=(D(\m)){ m
&1
, the claim follows at once. Now each fractional
ideal a of A can be written as a=mn&1. Eq. (2.1) implies
!(A)!(a)=(!(n)!(m)){ n
which determines !(a) uniquely and Eq. (2.1) remains valid for all
fractional ideals m and n. Since D(\m) generates the ideal mOKe in OKe
[Th. 17.1, H4], we see that !(n)!(A) and !(A)!(m) generate the ideals
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n&1OKe and mOKe in OKe respectively. The equality above implies !(A)!(a)
generates the ideal aOKe in OKe .
Let 0{x # A and let ux=+\(x)=_ b sgn(x) is the coefficient of the
highest order term of \x , where _ # Gal(FFq). By [Lem. 4.4, H4],
{ x \=u&1x \ux , where { x={ xA . One can see 4
\
m =ux4
{ x \
m . Since D(\m)=
>0{: # 4 \m :, we have
D(\m)=uq
deg m&1
x D(({ x\) m)=u
{m&1
x D(({ x\) m). (2.2)
By [Lem. 4.5, H4], \xm=({ x\)m } \xA . Comparing the constant coefficients
in the equality and noting that D(\xA )=xux , we get
D(\xm )=u&{ mx x } D(\ m). (2.3)
We extend the definition of +\ to k* by the equality +\=_ b sgn. Since k
is the fractional field of A, clearly Eq. (2.2) is valid for 0{x # k* and
Eq. (2.3) is valid for x # m&1.
For ideal f of A, let e f (z) is the exponential function associated to the
lattice f, i.e.,
e f (z)=z ‘
0{a # f
(1&za).
We write K f=K e(4 f) and * f=!(f) e f (1), which is a generator of 4\$f where
\$ corresponds to the lattice !(f) f. Since each non-zero element in 4\$f is a
generator when f=p is a prime, we have !(A)!(p)=D(\$p)=NKpKe(* p).
Let Ge=Gal(K e k).
Definition 2.1. Let Qm be the G e-submodule of K*e generated by
(F*)
q&1 and by !(A)!(p) for all primes p | m. Let E m=Q m & O*Ke . Call
Em (resp. Qm) the group of unramified elliptic units (resp. elliptic numbers)
of K e of level m.
Since finite primes are unramified in K e and !(A)!(p) generates the
ideal pOKe in OKe , the group Em is generated by :
{ &1 with : # Q m and
{ # G e . For { # G e , let _ be any extension of { to an automorphism of Kp .
For _a # J1 &Fq*, where a # Fq*, one has *_ap =a*p . Thus *
_&1
p # K eHp=H p .
We have
(!(A)!(p)){ &1=NKpKe(*
_&1
p )=(NH pKe(*
_&1
p ))
q&1.
Thus each unit in Em is a q&1-st power in K e . Let E m=E 1(q&1)m . Clearly
Qm /Ps(J1)m and E m /Cm . (2.4)
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An element x # k is called positive if sgn(x)=1 and y # H is called
totally positive if y_ is positive for any _ # Gal(Hk). By [Cor. 4.16, H3],
Ps(J)(#Qs(Je)m ) consists of totally positive elements.
Lemma 2.2. We have Qm & F* k*=[ax | a # F* , x # k*, a } sgn(x) #
(F*)
q&1, v p (x)=0 for p |3 m].
Proof. Since Qs(Je)m consists of totally positive elements, the ‘‘’’ is clear.
Now we show the ‘‘$’’. By the Galois action (2.1), we see that !(a)!(b) # Qm
if ab&1=>p i | m p
ei
i by induction on i |ei |. Thus by Eq. (2.3), xux=!(A)
!(xA) # Qm if vp (x)=0 for p |3 m. Since uxsgn(x) and a } sgn(x) are in
(F*)
q&1, we have ax # Q m . This completes the proof.
Let k+=[ax | a # F* , x # k*, sgn(ax) # (F*)q&1]. Assume m satisfies
Nm=G1 . By this Lemma and Eq. (2.3) we see that k+ } Qm is independent
of the choice of such m. We denote it by Q. Let E=Q & O*Ke and write
E =E1(q&1).
Lemma 2.3. Qs(Je)m & k=(Qm & F*k*)
}.
Proof. Let y=zs(Je ) # Qs(Je)m & k, where z # Q m . By (2.4), there exists
z1 # P such that z=zs(J1)1 . Then y=z
s(J)
1 =\z
W
1 # k. By Prop. 1.3, z=
\zq&11 # F*k*. Thus y=z
s(Je )=z} # (Q m & F*k*)}. The other inclusion is
clear.
Now let Q m=Qs(Je)m and let E m=E
s(Je)
m for simplicity. We have
Proposition 2.4. The quotient group Q m(Q m & k)E m is isomorphic
to N m .
Proof. Let I(m) be the ideal group generated by the prime divisors of
m and let J(m) be the principal ideal subgroup in I(m). Let
f : I(m)  Q m (Q m & k)E m
be the composition of p [ (!(A)!(p))s(Je ) with the canonical map. Since
(!(A)!(p)){ &1 is a unit for any { # G e , f is surjective. We claim that
ker f=J(m). In fact, let a # ker f. We have f (a) # (Q m & k)E m . By
Lemma 2.3, there exist y=ax # Qm & F*k* and u # E such that f (a)= y}u,
here a # F* and x # k*. Thus f (a) OHe =a
}OHe =x
}OHe . This implies
a=xA # J(m).
On the other hand, let a=xA # J(m). By Lemma 2.2, y=xsgn(x) #
Qm & F* k*. Thus f (a) OHe = y
}OHe and f (a)= y
}u, where u # Q m &
O*He =E and y
} # Q m & k by Lemma 2.3. Therefore we get the claim. Since
I(m)J(m) is canonically isomorphic to Nm , we finish the proof.
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Like [Def. 1.6, Y], we define
Definition 2.5. Let C =C } E . Call C the extended group of cyclotomic
units of K.
By the proof of [Lemma 17.3, H4], there exists a unit ‘ # E such that
Ke=He (‘). The statement preceding Lemma 1.4 shows E O*He =O*Ke . Let
C $=C & O*H and let E $=E & O*He . Thus we see O*HC $&O*K C and
O*He E $&O*Ke E .
3. PREPARATIONS FOR THE CALCULATION
OF THE INDICES
In this section we recall and generalize some results in case d=1 in
[Y], which are necessary to our calculation of the indices. We also give the
exact relation between the groups of cyclotomic units and of unramified
elliptic units. The proofs here are simple generalizations of those in [Y].
We first recall some definitions in [Sects. 23, Y]. Let G denote the
character group of G with values in non-zero complex numbers C*. Let
/ # G . If /(J)=1, it derives a character of G+=Gal(Hk)&GJ and we call
it real. Let f/ be its conductor, which is an ideal of A. When f/=e then /
is trivial on Gal(KK e) and thus / derives a character of G e . We call it a
derived character of / and denote it also by /. Let a be an ideal of A. We
define /(a) # C as follows. If (a, f/)=1, let _ a be the Artin k-automorphism
of Kf/=K e (*f/) corresponding to a and let /(a)=/(_ a). If (a, f/){e, we
put /(a)=0. Furthermore / induces a ring homomorphism C[G]  C in
an obvious way and we denote it by the same symbol.
For a prime ideal p of A, let Tp be the inertia group of p in G and let
Fp be any Frobenius automorphism for p, which is well defined module
Tp . We set _ p=F &1p s(T p)|T p |. Notice that _ p is the unique element in
C[G] satisfying /(_ p)=/(p) for any / # G .
Let I f=Gal(KK f) for f | m. Note that I e=Gal(KK e)& (Am)*. We
define V to be the R=Z[G]-submodule of Q[G] generated by
: f=s(I f) ‘
p | f
(1&_ p)
with f | m, f{e. We also set U=V+s(I e) R and U$=(q&1) V+s(I e) R.
For any R-module M, we denote by M0 the submodule of elements
killed by s(G). Obviously V0=V, U0=V+s(I e) R0 and U$0=(q&1) V+
s(I e) R0 .
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Let e+=(1W) s(J). Clearly e+V and e+U0 are free abelian subgroups
of Q[G]. The ranks of them are [H : k]&e and [H : k]&1 respectively
(cf. [Lem. 3.1, Y]). We also define
|=W :
/{1, real
Lk(0, / ) e/
where e/ # C[G] is the idempotent associated to /, and Lk(s, / ) is the Artin
L-function associated to the character / . Here / is the inverse of /. Recall
that the logarithm map is the map l : K*  Q[G] defined by
l(x)= :
_ # G
v(x_) _&1
for x # K*, where v is the extension to 0 of the normalized valuation of
k at . We also write l*=(1&e1) l. Here e1 is the idempotent associated
to the trivial character.
Let J m be the ideal of R e=Z[G e] generated by [{ p&1 | p | m], where
{ p=(p, K e k). Let R1=Z[G1]. We identify R e with s(I e) R by { [
_ [ { _ and identify R1 with s(J e) R e in the same way. Since the equality
(1.3) in [Y] is also valid after we replace q&1 there by W , the proofs
of [Prop. 4.1 and Lem. 4.2, Y] imply
Proposition 3.1.
l*(P)=|V and l*(Qm)=|J m .
Let e+1 =(1}) s(J e). To calculate the indices and to give the relation of
the groups of cyclotomic units and of unramified elliptic units, we need the
following lemma. The proof here is a simple generalization of that of
[Lem. 3.2, Y].
Lemma 3.2.
e+V & e+s(Ie) R=(q&1) e+V & e+s(I e) R=e+1 J m .
Proof. For prime p | m, clearly J & Ip=[1] and J1IpI e . Thus s(I e)=
:s(J1 Ip)=:s(J1) s(I p) for some : # Z[G]. Since e+=e+1 s(J1)(q&1) and
s(I e) _ p={ p , we have
(q&1) :e+s(Ip)(1&_ p)=e+1 s(Ie)(1&_ p)=e
+
1 (1&{ p) # (q&1) e
+V
which implies
e+V & e+s(Ie) R$(q&1) e+V & e+s(I e) R$e+1 J m .
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On the other hand, for any : # e+s(I e) R we see s(I e) :=|I e| :. Thus
e+V & e+s(I e) RQe+V & e+s(I e) R
=Qe+s(I e) V & e+s(I e) R
=Qe+1 J m & e
+
1 R e
=e+1 J m .
The last equality follows from that e+1 R ee
+
1 J m&Z[G1]Z[N]0 &Z[G1N]
is torsion free. This completes the proof.
Since L(0, /){0 for all non-trivial real characters / and since e+C[G]0
is torsion free, the multiplication by n| is an automorphism of e+C[G]0
for any integer n. Moreover since |e+=| and |e+1 =|, The Lemma 3.2
above gives us the following equality
n|V & n|s(Ie) R0=(q&1) n|V & n|s(I e) R0=n|J m . (3.1)
Let Q =Qs(Je ). Now we show the following
Proposition 3.3.
Ps(J) & Q =Q m and C & E =E m .
Proof. First we show that the second equality follows from the first: Let
u # C & E . Since u # E /K e , we have us(J)=(uq&1)s(Je ) # Ps(J) & Q =Q m .
There exists v # Qm such that (uq&1)s(Je )=vs(Je ), i.e., (v&1uq&1)s(Je )=1. We
have v&1uq&1 # F*/H e . Thus (v&1uq&1)s(Je )=(v&1uq&1)}=1. One can
see that uq&1=aq&1v for some a # F* . Thus v # Em and u # E m . By (2.4),
the second one follows.
Now we show the first one. By Proposition 3.1, the Eq. (3.1) implies
(take n=})
l*(PW) & l*(Q})=l*(P}) & l*(Q})=l*(Q}m ).
Thus for any x # Ps(J) & Q , there exists y # Q m such that l*(x)=l*( y). By
considering xy&1, it is reduced to the following
Lemma 3.4.
ker l* & Ps(J)=k & Ps(J)=k & Q m .
Proof. Let x # ker l* & Ps(J). Then for _ # G, (_&1) l*(x)=l(x_&1)=0.
Since x_&1 is a unit, x_&1 # ker l & O*K=F* . Moreover x_&1 is positive.
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Thus x_&1=1 and x # k*. The first equality follows at once. Furthermore
by (2.4), Corollary 1.7 and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, we have
Q m & kPs(J) & k=(Ps(J1) & F*k*)}(Qm & F*k*)}=Q m & k.
This implies the second equality.
To calculate the indices, we also need to introduce J-cohomology groups.
For a prime ideal p, let Up be the R-module generated in Q[G] by s(T p)
and 1&_ p . Let m=pe11 } } } p
es
s . For 0rs, let
Ur= ‘
0ir
U p i and T $r= ‘
r+1is
Tp i .
Here we put U0=R, T $s=[1]. For t0, let
Atr=H
t(J, U T $rr )
be the t-th cohomology of J-module U T $rr induced by the G-action, where
UT $rr is the subgroup of Ur fixed by T $r . They are G-modules. Let j be a
generator of J. Then
A10=H
1(J, RIe )=H1(J, R e)=
ker (s(J))
Im( j&1)
=
Z[J e]0R e
( j&1) R e
=0
and
A20=H
2(J, RIe)=
RJe
s(J) R e
=
RJee
(q&1) s(J e) R e
=
R1
(q&1) R1
&
Z
q&1
[G1].
Thus the same arguments of [Prop. 6.4, Y] imply that J acts trivially on
Atr and give us
Proposition 3.5. If r>1, we assume (q&1, h)=1. Then for 1rs
and t>0,
Atr & (Z(q&1)[G
(r)
1 ])
2r&1
where G (r)1 =G1 ({p1 , ..., {pr). Here ({p1 , ..., {pr) is the subgroup of G1
generated by the Artin symbols {p1 , ..., { pr .
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1
In this section, we prove Theorem 1. The method is the same as that in
the case d=1. We omit some details of the proof and let the reader refer
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to [Sects. 36, Y]. Here we permit m=e (i.e. s=0) and assume P e=C e=
F* . We also assume V=0 and e=h in this case. In the following argument
we should replace e+ by e+1 , G by G e and J by J e if m=e.
Let m$ be an ideal of A coprime to m such that Nmm$=G1 . Let
P$=F*Ps(J1)m Q m$ , and let C$=P$ & O*K . Since the ideals of OKe generated
by an element in Qm and by an element in Qm$ are coprime, one sees
Emm$=Qmm$ & O*Ke =Qm Qm$ & O*Ke =E m Em$ .
We have C$=F*C q&1 } Em$=F* C q&1.
Let Y=(1&e1) e+Q[G]. It is a Q-subspace of Q[G] with dimension
r=[H : k]&1. A lattice in Y is a finitely generated subgroup of Y with the
maximal rank. Let L and L$ be two lattices in Y. Sinnott [S] defined the
index (L : L$) as follows. Since L and L$ are both lattices in Y, there exists
a nonsingular linear transformation A : Y  Y such that A(L)=L$. Sinnott
defined
(L : L$)=|det A|.
Clearly (L : L$) does not depend on the choice of A. When L$L one sees
the index is equal to [L : L$]. Let L" be another lattice of Y. It is easy to
see (L : L")=(L : L$)(L$ : L"). As in [Sect. 3, Y] we have
[O*K : C ]=(q&1)&r [O*K : C$]=(q&1)&r [l(O*K) : l(C$)]
=(q&1)&r (l(O*K) : e+R0)(e+R0 : e+U0)(e+U0 : e+U$0)
_(e+U$0 : l*(P$))(l*(P$) : l(C$)). (4.1)
To prove the theorem, we need compute the five indices in the right hand
side in (4.1). Now we calculate them respectively.
(4.1). Let =1 , ..., =r be a set of fundamental units of K. Since
_ # G v(=i)=0 and since J is the inertia group of  in the extension KH,
we have
l(=i)= :
_ # G
v(=_i )(_
&1&1)=[K : H] :
_ # GJ
v(=_i ) e
+(_&1&1).
Let _=_&1(), which is a infinite prime in K. Since the ramified index
of _ is [K : H], we have ord _(=i)=[K : H] v(=
_
i ). Moreover _
pass through all infinite primes of K when _ runs over a set of coset
representatives of GJ. Since e+(_&1) where _ # GJ form a Z-basis for
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e+R0 , we get (e+R0 : l(O*K))=R(K). Thus by Corollary 1.6(1-2), one can
see
(l(O*K) : e+R0)=1R(K)={1(}
r&1R(H))
}Q0(W rR(H))
if s=0
if s1
(a)
(4.2). By Lemma 3.2 one sees e+U0 e+U$0 &e+V(q&1) e+V. Since
e+V is a subgroup of Q[G] with rank [H : k]&e, we have
[e+U0 : e+U$0]=(q&1)[H : k]&e=(q&1)r&e+1. (b)
Obviously the equality is also valid when m=e.
(4.3). By Lemma 3.1, we have l*(P$)=|U$0=|e+U$0 . Using the
analytic class number formula (cf. [Eq. 4.3, Ou]), we get
(e+U$0 : l*(P$))=det |= ‘
1{/ # @GJ
WLk(0, / )=W r
R(H) h(OH)
}h
. (c)
(4.4). To compute [l*(P$) : l*(C$)] we write P =(P$)}=
Fq*Ps(J)m Q
s(Je)
m$ and C =P & O*K=Fq*C
W. Let
, : P  l*(P )l(C )
be the composition of l* with the natural map. We claim that ker ,=
C (ker l* & P ). In fact, let : # ker ,. Then there exists ; # C such that
l*(:)=l(;)=l*(;). Thus l*(:;&1)=0 and : # C (ker l* & P ). The other
inclusion is clear. Let n=mm$. Moreover by Lemma 3.4, P & ker l*=Fq*(Ps(J)m
_Qs(Je)m$ & ker l*)=Fq*(Q n & k). Regard P & ker l*Fq* as a subgroup
of P C . We have
[l*(P$) : l(C$)]=[l*(P ) : l(C )]=[P C : P & ker l*Fq*]=[P C : Q n & k].
Now a slight modification (replace Zs+t there by }Zs+t) of the proof of
[Prop. 5.1, Y] implies, applying Proposition 2.4,
[l*(P$) : l(C$)]=(q&1)&s 8(m) h (d)
where s be the number of distinct prime divisors of m and 8(m)=*(Am)
is the Euler 8-function. Notice that the calculation and the result are also
valid when m=e.
(4.5). At the last, we need calculate the lattice index (e+R0 : e+U0).
We have defined the G-modules Atr in Section 3. The calculation in the last
part in [Sect. 6, Y] gives us: Assume (h, q&1)=1 when s3. Then
(e+R0 : e+U0)={(q&1)
e8(m),
(q&1)e2 s&28(m),
if s=1
if s2.
(e)
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Clearly (e+R0 : e+U0)=1 when m=e. By substituting (a)(e) into (4.1),
we get Theorem 1 at once.
5. BERNOULLI IDEALS
In the last three sections, we give an application of the index formula in
Theorem 1 in the case that the conductor is a prime. In this section, we
extend Shu’s definition [Def. 2.10, S2] of Bernoulli ideals in case d=1 to
general d .
We first recall some definitions from [S2], which were first given by
D. Goss [G1] and were reformulated by Shu. For each positive integer i,
define [i] to be the ideal generated by [xq i&x | x # A] and inductively
define Di=[i] Dqi&1 with D0=A. Each non-negative integer m can be
uniquely represented by m=tl=0 sl q
l (0sl<q), we then define
6(m)= ‘
t
l=0
DSll .
In the isomorphism class of rank one A-modules corresponding the
lattice A, there are } sgn-normalized modules. We fix one such module \.
This means that we choose a value of !(A) and \ corresponds to the lattice
!(A) A. Let e(z)=e\(z)=e!(A ) A(z) be the exponential function associated
to \, which has a unique zq-power series expansion with coefficients in K e .
For integer i0, we define ;i # K e satisfying
z
e(z)
= :

i=0
;i zi. (5.1)
For an ideal a of A, let { a =(a, K e k) and let D(\ a) to be the constant
coefficient of the isogeny \a as before. Write { x={ xA . We first need
consider the action of the Galois group J e =Gal(K eH e)=[{ x | x # k*] on
these elements. For 0{x # A, recall that +\(x) is the coefficient of the
highest order term of \x and we extended the definition of +\ to k*.
Lemma 5.1. Let x # k* and let ux=+\(x). We have
(1) ;{ xi =u
i
x;i and
(2) D(\ a){ x=u1&{ ax D(\a).
Proof. (1) The exponential function e(z) is characterized by the
relations \y(e(z))=e( yz) for all y # A. Acted by { # G e (only on the coef-
ficients), we see that the function { e(z) is the exponential function
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associated to the module { (\). Since { x(\)=u&1x \ux [Cor. 14.9, H3] is
associated to the lattice u&1x !(A) A, we have e{ x(\)(z)=(1ux) e(ux z). Thus
z
{ xe(z)
=
uxz
e(uxz)
=:

j
=u jx ;jz
j= :

j=0
;{ xj z
j,
This completes the proof of (1).
(2) By the definition of \a [Eq. 4.2, H4], we have { (\a)=({ \) a .
Since { x\=u&1x \ux , one sees D(\a)
{ x=D(({ x\)a)=u1&{ ax D(\a) by Eq. (2.2).
Let 1=[a{ | { # G1] be a set of coset representatives of Pic(A), chosen so
that {=(a{ , H e k) and moreover aid=A. We abbreviate D{=D(\a{) and
{ =(a{ , K e k). Let f i (\, 1 ) be the principal ideal in OKe generated by the
determinant of the matrix
(Di(_ &1){ ;
{ _
i ){, _
where { and _ run over G1 . We have
Proposition 5.2. (1) The ideal fi (\, 1 ) is independent of the choice of
sgn-normalized \ in the isomorphism class and the choice of the set 1 of coset
representatives.
(2) fi=f i (\, 1 ) is a G e-invariant ideal of K e .
Proof. (1) Let \$ be another sgn-normalized A-module in the
isomorphism class. Then there exists u # F* such that \$=u\u&1. Thus
e\$(z)=ue(zu). Let ;$i be the elements defined in (5.1) by replacing e(z)
by e\$(z). As in the proof of Lemma 5.1(1), we have ;$i=u&i;i . Let
D${=D(\$a{). By Eq. (2.2), D${=u
{ &1D{ . For {, _ # G1 , we have
D$ i(_ &1){ ;$
{ _
i =(u
{ &1
u D{)
i(_ &1)(u&i;i){ _ =ui(1&{&_)Di(_ &1){ ;
{ _
i .
It follows that fi (\, 1 ) is independent of \.
Now suppose that 1 $=[b{ | { # G1] be another set of coset representatives
of Pic(A) such that {=(b{ , H e k). Then for { # G1 , there exists x{ # a&1{
such that b{=x{a{ . Let { $=(b{ , K e k) and D${=D(\ b{). Thus { $=
(x{ , K e k) { . Let u{=+\(x{). By Eq. (2.3), D${=u&{{ x{D{ . Moreover, by
Lemma 5.1(1)(2), we have
D$ i(_ $&1){ ;
{ $_ $
i =(u
&{
{ x{D{)
i(_ $&1)(ui{;i)
{ _ $=ui{{ D
i(_ $&1)
{ ;
{ _ $
i
=ui{{ u
i(1&{ )_
_ D
i(_ &1)
{ u
i{ _
_ ;
{ _
i =u
i{
{ u
i_
_ D
i(_ &1)
{ ;
{ _
i
which implies that fi (\, 1 ) is independent of 1.
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(2) Since D_ &1{ is a unit for any {, _ # G1 , it is easy to see that { acts
trivially on fi for all { # G1 (cf. [Prop. 2.9, S2]). Since { ({ # G1) form a set
of coset representatives of G e J e &G1 , we need only show that J e acts
trivially on fi . For x # k*, by Lemma 5.1, we have
((D{) i(_ &1);{ _i )
{ x=(u1&{x D{)
i(_ &1)(uix;i)
{ _ =ui({+_&1)x D
i(_ &1)
{ ;
{ _
i .
This completes the proof.
Since K e k is unramified at all finite primes, the ideal f i is generated over
OKe by a fractional ideal B$i of A, and by the result above B$i is determined
uniquely by i.
Definition 5.3. Let Bi=B$i } 6(i)h for i0. Call it the i-th Bernoulli
ideal of k.
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this section, we show the Theorem 2 stated in the introduction.
The arguments are close to Shu’s proof [S2]. we only indicate some
modifications.
From now on, let m=p be a prime such that d=deg p>1. We can
assume that a{ # 1 is coprime to p for all { # G1 . Fix 0{* # 4\p . For { # G1 ,
we write *{=\ a{(*). By [Eq. 16.2, H4], in fact *{=*
_, where _=_a{ # G
is the Artin symbol. Acting the equality \p (*)=0 by _ a{ and noticing that
_a{ \={ \, we see *{ # 4
{ \
p . Let C$ be the subgroup of C generated by
[*_&1{ | { # G1 and _ # I e ]. (6.1)
Notice that C$ depends on the choice of * in 4\p and the choice of 1.
However different choices of * or 1 will produce isomorphic subgroups of
C. We have
Proposition 6.1. Assume m=p. Then the index [O*K : C$E ] is finite.
Moreover
ordp[O*K : C$E ]=ordp[O*K : C ]=Ordp(h(OH)).
Proof. The second equality follows from Theorem 1. Let $=8(p)(q&1).
We claim
C$E C$E . (6.2)
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Since ($, p)=1, (6.2) implies the first equality immediately. It is easy to see
that C is generated by *_&1 with _ # G when m=p (cf. [S1]). For _ # G,
since GGal(KH e)&G1 , there exist _$ # Gal(KH e) and { # G1 such that
_=_$_a{ . Thus *
_&1=*_$&1{ (*{*). Noticing that Gal(KH e)=JI e , we
have *_$&1{ # F* C$/C$E . To prove (6.2), we need only show (*{*)
$ # C$E
for any { # G1 . In fact, we have
\ **{+
$
\*{* +
s(Ie J1)
= ‘
_ # Ie J1
*_{
*{ \
*_
* +
&1
# C$.
Since (*{*)s(IeJ1)=((!(A)!(p)){&1)1(q&1) # E , we get (*{*)$ # C$E .
Now we are ready to define the Kummer homomorphisms. It is well-
known that each ideal in A generates a principal ideal in OHe . For
m0, we choose ?(m) # OHe such that 6(m) OHe =?(m) OHe , and let
5=[?(m) | m0].
Let R be a prime ideal in K lying over p and let ^ be the prime ideal
in K e lying under R and above p. As in [Sect. 3, S2], * is a parameter of
the R-adic field K(R ) , the completion of K at R. Pick : to be a unit in K( R )
and let f (*) be its *-adic expansion, so := f (*). Since the prime ^ is
totally ramified in K, there is an embedding from the residue field K(R ) R
to OKe and thus the function f (z) can be regarded as a formal power series
with coefficients in OKe . Write
(ddz) f (e(z))
f (e(z))
= :

j=0
cj (z j?( j)).
As in [Prop. 3.1, S2], cj is a ^-integral for 1 jqd&2. Let U be the set
of all units in the integral ring of K( R ) . Now we define the Kummer
homomorphisms as follows.
Definition 6.2. For 1iqd&2, : # U and { # G1 , we define the map
8(1, 5, i, {, :) : U  OKe ^ by
8(1, 5, i, {, :)#{ &1(ci&1) mod ^
and call it the (1&5&i&{) th Kummer homomorphism.
We mention that the Kummer homomorphisms defined above do
depend on the sets 1 and 5 and also on \ and *, but our final result does
not depend on them.
Next we evaluate the Kummer homomorphisms at the cyclotomic units
in (6.1). we point out that there exists a careless gap in [Th. 3.10, S2].
The reader could compare her result with ours. Also Shu made a long
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preparation [Def. 3.4-Prop. 3.9, S2] for proving this result. Here we show
it directly following Shu’s exposition closely. For 0{x # A and p |3 x, let
_x # I e be be the element corresponding to x under the isomorphism
Ie & (Ap)*. Write *_ x{ =*
x
{ for simplicity.
Proposition 6.3. Let 0{x # A and p |3 x. Let {, _ # G1 . We have
8(1, 5, j, {, *x_*_)=;
_ { &1
j } ?( j&1)
{&1 } D j{ &1_ } (x
j&1).
Proof. Since *_ # 4_ \p , we have, by [Th. 4.12, H3],
*x_
*_
=
(_ \)x (*_)
*_
=
(_ \)x \a_(*)
\a_(*)
=
\ a_ \x(*)
\a_(*)
.
The last equality follows from [Eq. 4.2, H4]. For an ideal a of A, by
[Th. 5.1, H3], \ a (e(z))=e{ a \(D(\a) z). Then
f (z) :=
\a_ \x(e(z))
\ a _(e(z))
=
\ a _(e(xz))
\ a_(e(z))
=
e_ \(D_xz)
e_ \(D_z)
.
Thus
df (z)
f (z)
=
xD_
e_ \(xzD_)
&
D_
e_ \(zD_)
= :

j=0
;_j D
j
_(x
j&1) z j&1.
Since ?( j&1) # H e , the result follows at once.
Let O Ke , ^ be the completion of the ring OKe localized at the prime ^
and let ^^ be its maximal ideal. As in [Sect. 4, S2], we define the
two O Ke , ^[I e ]-modules O Ke , ^ C$U
p & C$ with natural I e-action and
>j, {O Ke , ^ ^^, where { # G1 and 1 jq
d&2, j#0(mod q&1). Let
(:j, {) j, { be any element of the second module. Define the action of _x # I e
by
_x(:j, {) j, {=(x j:j, {) j, { .
Let | : I e  (OKe ^)* be the character of Ie defined by
|(_x)#x&1(mod ^).
The character group I e of I e is generated by |. Thus we can decompose the
two modules above into their |l-eigencomponents for 0lqd&2. The
results are the same as those in [Props. 4.4 and 4.5, S2]. we can also define
a linear transformation using the Kummer homomorphisms between the
two modules and decide the associated matrix and its determinant as in
[Props. 4.6 and 4.7, S2]. Notice that in [Eq. 4.10, S2], ?(l&1)h should be
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replaced by >{ # G1 ?(l&1)
{ by Proposition 5.3. Since it generates the ideal
6(l&1)h OKe in OKe , [Prop. 4.7, S2] is still valid although there is a gap
in [Th. 3.10, S2]. Thus the gap does not influence any result in the paper.
By applying Proposition 6.1 and considering C$E instead of her C$O*H e ,
we get the Theorem 2 from Shu’s proof of [Main Theorem 1, S2]. We
don’t repeat the detail here and only remark that the claim at the beginning
of her proof is not valid in our case when d=1 since the Kummer homo-
morphisms identify with zero on the unramified units. So we need assume
d>1 in our Theorem 2.
7. Bi ARE NON-ZERO
In this section we prove that the Bernoulli ideals Bi {0 for i with
q&1 | i. Since *Fq*=q&1, we call such i even. In the case d=1, Shu
showed that her Bernoulli ideals are non-zero by relating the special values
of zeta function with the Bernoulli ideals. We follow her way closely. In our
case we use the zeta function defined in [Th]. We start this section by
recalling the definition.
Let S be a set of representatives of F*Fq*. Let A+=[a # A | sgn(a) # S].
Let F be an abelian extension of k containing He such that  splits
completely in F. Let m be the conductor of F. Here we permit m=e. For
an ideal a of OF , the norm NFk(a) is a principal ideal of A. Let Na be the
unique generator of this ideal such that Na # A+. For s # Z, we define
‘OF (s)= :
(a, m)=e
aO F
Na&s.
Notice that the definition here is slightly different from Thakur’
[Sect. 2, Th]. Clearly when s is even the definition above is independent
of S. Thus the zeta function has Euler product expansion for even s
‘OF (s)= ‘
p : prime
p |3 m
(1&Np&s)&1{0.
Goss defined ‘-functions for much more general s. The reader can refer
to [G2] and [G3] for detail. For our purpose we only consider the zeta
function in the case when F=H e and s is an even integer.
To prove [Th. 11, Th], Thakur defined the exponential as with the value
in 0 for an ideal a and an even integer s satisfying (ab)s=asbs and as=as
if a=(a) is principal. Here we do not repeat his definition. After discussions
with D. Thakur, D. Goss pointed out that this can be done easily as
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follows. Since the field 0 is algebraically closed, 0* is a divisible group. Let
s be even. Thus the homomorphism I [ is, where I=(i) is principal,
automatically extends to a morphism on all fractional ideals of A. Clearly
this morphism satisfies the two properties mentioned above.
Let G 1 be the group of Q p*-valued characters of G1=Gal(H e k). For
even s we thus have the factorization
‘OHe(s)= ‘
/ # G 1
L(/, s) (7.1)
where L(/, s)=a / A /(a)a&s is the Dirichlet series associated to /.
Following Shu [A.2, S2], we define a function fs : G1  0 for even s with
fs({)= :
(a, H ek)={
a&s.
By the well-known Dedekind determinant formula we have, for even s,
det( fs(_{))_, {= ‘
/ # G 1
L(/, s) (7.2)
where _, { run over the elements in G1 . To relate ‘OHe(s) with the Bernoulli
ideals, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1. With the notations in Section 5. Let _, { # G1 . For even i we
have
fi (_{) a i_a
i
{=&(D(\a _ a {) !(A))
i ;_ {i .
Proof. Write b=a_a{ for simplicity. Since (b, H ek)=_{, by the definition
of fi the left of the equality in the Lemma is equal to
:
(a, H e k)=_{
a&i bi= :
u # b&1 & A+
u&i=& :
0{u # b&1
u&i
=&(D(\ b ) !(A)) i :
0{u # !(b&1)b&1
u&i.
The last equality comes from !(b&1)!(A)=D(\b ) (see Section 2). Further-
more by Shu’s arguments ([Prop. A.2, S2]) ; (b, Ke k)i =0{u # !(b &1) b &1 u
&i.
The Lemma follows at once.
Now we can show the following
Proposition 7.2. Let i be even. We have ‘OHe(i)!(A)
ih # K e and it
generates the ideal B$i OKe in OKe , where B$i is defined as in Section 5. Thus
the Bernoulli ideals Bi {0 for even i.
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Proof. First we note that >{ # G1 a
2
{ is a principal ideal, say (a), as its
Artin symbol is equal to identity. Since D(\a_a{)=D
{
_D{ , by Eqs. (7.1) and
(7.2) and using the Lemma above, we have
‘OHe(i)=det( fi (_{))_, {=a
&i det( fi (_{)a i_a
i
{)
=a&i det(&(D(\ a_ a{) !(A))
i ) ;_ {i )
=\a&i!(A) ih det(Di{_ D
i
{;
_ {
i )
=\a&i!(A) ih det(Di({ &1)_ ;
_ {
i ) ‘
{ # G 1
D2i{ .
Thus ‘OHe(i)!(A)
ih # K e . Since D{OKe =a{OKe , we have >{ # G1 , D
2
{ generates
the ideal aOKe in OKe . This implies the other part of the Proposition.
Remark 7.3. Let P be the group of principal ideals of A and let P+ be
group of principal ideals which are also positively generated. Let j be
an even integer. Then sgn j : P  F* , sgn j (I )=sgn(i) j for I=(i), is a well-
defined homomorphism. This homomorphism is trivial on P+. Thus sgn j
induces a homomorphism on PP+ which is isomorphic to the Galois
group of K e H e . In the forthcoming book [G3], D. Goss defines the
L-series L(sgn j, s). He pointed out that the Bernoulli ideals in the paper are
just the ideals generated by the special values of his L-series L(sgn j, s) for
various s and j in OKe .
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